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ABSTRACT Today, legacy PMRs continue to be the only group of tested, verified and certified technologies
for the Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) sector. For the fifth generation (5G) to follow suit,
substantial hands-on experimentation with functional, architectural and deployment aspects is required,
and further test trials need to take place in order to inform and enable future verification and certification
procedures for 5G to become a proven PPDR technology. This paper studies 5G PPDR experimentation
associated with novel virtualized and cloud-native 5G technologies, architectures and deployment options,
as well as feasibility studies and field performance and verifications trials involving vertical-specific 5G
infrastructures and applications. Key enabling technologies, such as massive multiple input multiple output
(MIMO), device-to-device (D2D), network slicing and multi-access edge computing (MEC) are discussed
and 5G PPDR architecture and deployment options are investigated. A dedicated 5G PPDR experimentation
facility is presented, and a case study of hands-on experimentation is provided. Two distinct scenarios are
discussed, i.e., emergency augmentation of the terrestrial 5G PPDR network with rapidly deployable on-site
capacities in the area of a public safety incident, and availability and reliability of decision-support PPDR
applications on the field. Experience with the deployment and verification insights are accompanied by the
results of quality of service (QoS) and non-functional key performance indicators (KPI) assessment that
were exhibited during the experiment. The experimentation outcomes confirm the ability of the facility to
support emulated laboratory experimentation specifically designed to tackle 5G challenges for this particular
vertical as well as field studies recreating realistic public safety operations.

INDEX TERMS 5G, mobile communications, public safety, public protection and disaster relief, mission
critical communications, network architecture, network deployment, experimentation, field trial.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 5th generation of mobile technologies (5G) is unan-
imously identified as the enabling technological advance-
ment for the development of future communications solutions
across all sectors of industry and society. 5G technologies are
currently advancing to their adoption phase with a growing
number of deployments taking place around the globe [1].
While commercial 5G services are becoming available, how-
ever, the introduction of 5G into practice within special-
ized industrial verticals continues to bring along a multitude
of new requirements, challenges and dilemmas that require
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close attention through high-quality experimentation prior to
its entry into operational practice.

Public protection and disaster relief (PPDR) is one such
vertical that stands to benefit substantially once 5G is prop-
erly matured, which will enable rollout of 5G-based pub-
lic safety networks (PSN). Despite numerous concerns and
reservations, for example regarding the use of commercial
technologies to deliver mission critical (MC) services, infras-
tructure sharing concepts and security aspects, the expecta-
tions are for the next generation of the PPDR communications
to predominately reside on commercial infrastructures or as
a combination of public and private deployments [2]. This
is a result of a visible increase in the scope of requirements
and needs of the PPDR vertical to complement the traditional
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voice-centric MC communications also with new applica-
tions and smart devices, for example search and rescue sup-
port using emergency robots and unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), or sensing of the affected areas using high definition
video streaming and massive Internet of Things (IoT), as well
as to benefit from wireless broadband services with signifi-
cantly improved capacities and coverage in dense urban and
remote areas. Such additional capabilities and applications
can contribute significantly in terms of quicker response
times, better situational awareness, and more efficient and
informed disaster management but also present several orders
of magnitude more demanding performance constraints, col-
lectively known as broadband PPDR (BB PPDR) require-
ments that cannot be met with the currently used narrow-band
professional mobile radio systems (PMR), such as terrestrial
trunked radio (TETRA) and TETRA for police (TETRAPOL)
in Europe and Association of Public-Safety Communications
Officials Project 25 (APCO P25) in North America [3]–[5].
At the same time, the shared infrastructure approach and the
use of commercial instead of proprietary technologies stands
to eliminate the problem of affordability and economy of
scale [6], which in the past has pushed the public safety ver-
tical into a state of lagging several technological generations
behind the commercial sector.

Today, we can already observe examples of such
nation-wide BB PPDR deployments hosted on the commer-
cial fourth generation (4G) infrastructures of mobile oper-
ators, including FirstNet in the United States, Emergency
Service Network in the UK, and SafeNet in Korea [3], [7].
Transitioning to and adoption of 5G in PPDR practice, how-
ever, continues to be a multidimensional challenge associ-
ated, among others, with technical challenges such as sharing
of the same commercial infrastructure with other users and
industrial sectors and competing for the available resources,
as well as with aspect of designing physical and virtual
5G PPDR architectures in terms of ownership and sharing
models, migration strategies and backward compatibility, and
functional architecture designs capable of meeting stringent
PPDR performance characteristics. There are also numerous
sector-specific requirements imposed on the 5G for PPDR,
such as extremely high availability and reliability, mission-
critical services support, direct device-to-device operation,
ad-hoc coverage augmentation, isolated operation and net-
work resilience during disaster scenarios, and quality guaran-
tees and priority access in both day-to-day operations as well
as under disaster circumstances. For the time being, however,
legacy PMRs continue to be the only group of tested, verified
and certified technologies for the PPDR sector. For 5G to fol-
low suit, further hands-on experimentation with functional,
architectural and deployment aspects is required, and test
trials need to take place in order to inform and enable future
verification and certification procedures for 5G to become a
proven PPDR technology.

In this respect, experimental infrastructures have always
played a crucial role in the development of new networking
technologies and applications. The ability to test and validate

the behavior and performance under realistic circumstances
is of utmost importance, a prerequisite for a timely com-
mercial rollout and successful adoption of new technologies
and solutions in any given vertical. Review of available lit-
erature, however, shows a concerning underrepresentation
of 5G facilities supporting PPDR-centric experimentation
and trials, and there continues to be a scarcity of available
performance studies of broadband 5G networks for PPDR
needs conducted in real-world experimental deployments.
The available infrastructures are typically bound to a horizon-
tal approach that facilitates studies in a specific technological
area across a number of different application domains and
thus typically fail in providing a sufficient level of special-
ization and realism.

In this paper, we seek to enable the next leap in experi-
mentation for the public safety vertical by presenting a 5G
PPDR experimentation facility supporting hands-on exper-
iments associated with novel virtualized and cloud-native
5G PPDR architectures and deployment options, feasibility
studies and performance tests, experimentation with security
architectures, availability, reliability and resilience of 5G
PPDR implementations, and deployment and testing of novel
MC and decision support services and applications. The
main motivation for this paper is to provide a comprehensive
review of the current state of affairs in 5G PPDR and show
how to conduct realistic 5G PPDR experimentation in labo-
ratory and field settings. Our work complements other works
recognized in this paper by 1) providing a comprehensive
review of families of BB PPDR use cases and services and
their respective requirements profiles, 2) reviewing the key
enabling 5G and cloud-native technologies and deployment
options specifically in the context of PPDR and illustrating
aspects where further experimentation is required prior to
adoption of the technology in operational practice, and 3) pro-
viding a case study of conducting realistic hands-on experi-
mentation based on a dedicated 5G PPDR facility through an
illustrative scenario of a massive natural incident.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First,
we provide an exhaustive study of PPDR services, use case
families and their respective 5G requirements. Next, we pro-
vide a review of 5G and cloud-native technology enablers
specifically in the context of PPDR and an overview of
possible 5G PPDR architectures and deployment options,
followed by a review and a discussion of the current state
of the art in 5G PPDR experimentation. Then, we present a
novel 5G PPDR experimentation facility and discuss its use
to support a variety of laboratory and field experiments. The
discussion is supported with a case study based on a public
safety scenario involving emergency network augmentation
and experimenting with custom PPDR applications. Finally,
we conclude the paper with final remarks and future research
and experimentation prospects.

II. PPDR REQUIREMENTS AND SERVICE CATEGORIES
The primary role of a PSN is to provide both day-to-day and
disaster relief PPDR services to public safety professionals,
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including the police, fire fighters, and paramedics. The strate-
gic importance of the sector and specifics of its businesses
guide an accordingly comprehensive body of works focused
on various aspects of requirements, from a technology per-
spective, such as for example technical PSN requirements
for 5G and earlier technology generations (e.g., 4G, TETRA,
DMR) and in the context of operational requirements associ-
ated with services and user experience from the practitioners’
perspective. Namely, concrete types of services and usage
scenarios are crucial to determine the technical use cases
and the pertaining Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the
PPDR sector, which inform the architectural and technologi-
cal choices in how 5G is designed and implemented for this
vertical.

There is a comprehensive body of available requirements
studies of legacy PSNs. For example, [5] discusses the mech-
anism of inheriting PSN requirements through the evolution
of generations of land mobile radio systems (LMRS) and pro-
vides a service categorization and an analysis of requirements
for LTE-based PSNs. Similarly, [3] and [8] provide compara-
tive surveys of legacy PSNs, and discuss convergence towards
LTE-based deployment andmission-critical push-to-talk over
LTE. [9] investigates the ability of the LTE to meet the
requirements of the PSNs. [10] and [11] discuss the history
of LMRS and prospects, opportunities and challenges of
evolution towards LTE and in [12] the authors discuss PPDR
services provisioning through dedicated and commercial LTE
networks. [6], [13] and [14] discuss user requirements and
spectrumneeds for narrowband and broadband services in the
context of radio spectrum policy discussions.

The prospects of 5G in the context of performance and
user-perceived experiences are expected to take the capa-
bilities much closer to ultra-high availability and ultra-low
latency communications with support of seamless integration
of multiple radio and network technologies, and the creation
of prioritized and secure private PPDR networks on public 5G
infrastructures. Along with the development of the baseline
5G technologies to deliver such performances, there is also a
multitude of other emerging technology fields made possible
with 5G and with clear value proposition for the PPDR,
including for example advanced visualization technologies,
cloud-native principles, big data and artificial intelligence,
sensor technologies and the Internet of Things (IoT), UAVs
and robotic systems, augmented, virtual and extended reality
(AR, VR, XR). Thus, the extent of various technologies and
fields of their application in the 5G PPDR context has taken
on a much broader scope compared to traditional PSNs, and
the requirements must be studied in an accordingly broad
and evolving context as new technologies of interest emerge.
Project BroadMap [15], for example, conducted a compre-
hensive study that identified and prioritized requirements of
individual PPDR agencies, confirming the need for a range
of BB PPDR services much broader than the conventional
list of MC voice, data and video communications typically
associated with a PSN. The same fact has been recognized
and confirmed also in a 3GPP study of use cases and

requirements addressed by emerging mobile technologies,
including 5G [16]. The above studies are complemented
with detailed narrowly focused studies of PPDR require-
ments towards 5G for specific services or technologies. [17],
for example, investigates latency KPIs for delay critical use
cases, including MC PPDR services. [18] analyzes use case
requirements for network slicing in public safety and other
verticals, and [4] and [8] are concerned with the implementa-
tion of MC PTT services on 5G.

We provide in Table 1 such a synthesis of BB PPDR
service categories in the context of 5G, based on the results
published in [15], with further refinements and examples
drawn from [3], [6]–[8], [18]–[21]. The overview includes
three main service groups, voice services, multimedia ser-
vices and data services. The list is non-exhaustive and com-
prises service types that PPDR stakeholders, according to
the referenced literature, found most impactful and therefore
required. A visual representation of the relative importance of
the identified services is represented on the right-hand side of
the table. Four levels have been defined based on the infor-
mation received from the respective PPDR stakeholders (law
enforcement, fire fighters and ambulance services) included
in the source analysis published in [15] and other referenced
literature. PPDR voice services continue to hold the highest
overall importance and particularly for MC voice services
with traditionally very high reliability, availability and qual-
ity, in legacy and emerging PSNs. The second group, multi-
media services, is the fastest growing service group that deliv-
ers a broad range of novel capabilities that were not possible
in legacy PSNs, by exploiting video and data fusion in combi-
nation with other innovative technologies, such as unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), robotics, immersive user experience
or artificial intelligence (AI) [13]. This renders a very broad
range of service requirements depending on the type of
media used, real-time operation, data transmission intensity,
MC nature etc. Examples of this broad category include
basic sharing of videos and images, video surveillance using
UAVs, automated body-worn sensor- and camera-based evi-
dence collection, as well as advances services such as remote
emergency robot navigation using AR/VR. The third group,
PPDR data services, combines various legacy and emerging
capabilities, ranging again across a broad portfolio of services
designed for preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation
operations, from traditional e-mail to sophisticated solutions
such as AI-powered digital forensics. Specifically, the sen-
sor services category embraced together with multimedia
by the IoT concept have recently gained specific attention
in the PPDR sector after reaching a mature industrial stage
in other sectors. IoT technologies are currently recognized
for their potential to enhance the objectivity, efficiency and
accuracy of monitoring and early warning [22] as well as
for numerous sensing and decision support applications to be
used in situational surveillance and during emergency oper-
ations, using combinations of sensor technologies and mul-
timedia services as well as data fusion and AI [23]. Despite
seemingly varied scenarios where such services are applied,
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TABLE 1. BB PPDR service categories.

the expected capabilities are authoritative and take place
under challenging conditions where human life or health
is in danger. They involve highly reliable time-sensitive
operations exploiting massive numbers of sensing devices
and integrated through various wireless technologies, includ-
ing e.g., 4G/5G narrowband IoT (NB IoT) and other ter-
restrial proprietary low-power wide area networks (LoRa,

SigFox) [24] to foster network diversity in response to chal-
lenging mission-critical circumstances whilst still ensuring
high reliability and availability [21]. Examples of such MC
sensing services include patient monitoring bymeans of med-
ical sensors, sensor-based incident detection (e.g., acoustic
gunshot detection, theft detection), environmental monitoring
and early warning services (e.g., in risk areas for massive
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TABLE 2. Categories of additional non-interactive PPDR capabilities.

flooding, avalanche, wildfire) and vital signs monitoring
applications for frontline professionals.

Furthermore, Table 2 documents a range of additionally
required characteristics and capabilities of a BB PPDR sys-
tem that are typically implemented on a system-wide level
and implicitly impact the user perceived performance but do
not involve direct end-user interaction. This includes capabil-
ities associated with network coverage and availability, e.g.,

capabilities to set up ad-hoc connectivity in areas without
network coverage, such as tunnels and remote rural areas, and
capabilities for coverage and capacity augmentation, which is
a necessity typically encountered in areas affected bymassive
natural disasters. Another crucial requirement is resilience.
This includes the ability of the network to withstand severe
disruptions using capabilities to maintain key operational
functions and service continuity in the event of failure of
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TABLE 3. BB PPDR use case families, examples and requirements.
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backhaul or core parts of the infrastructure, as well as recov-
ery mechanisms once the capacities are restored. Security
capabilities include authentication and authorization mecha-
nisms, preferably customizable to the PPDR agency’s chain-
of-command structure, the use of security protocols for secure
end-to-end data transmission, and encryption and encapsu-
lation mechanisms to protect PPDR traffic transmitted over
dedicated or public networks. Finally, interoperability with
other PSNs is required, which includes backward compat-
ibility with TETRA and DMR systems and integration of
satellite services, as well as interoperability of applications to
support national inter-agency and international cross-border
operations. The same methodology of determining the list of
requirements and visually representing their relative impor-
tance was used as in Table 1.

Table 3 provides a discussion of 5G PPDR requirements
following the 3GPP’s definition of the six baseline use case
families in the area of critical communications as part of
their requirements study in [16]. Each use case family is
illustrated with a profile of 5G KPIs derived from the key
technical requirements towards 5G for the selected scenarios.
The profiling is prepared against the nominal 5G KPIs as
defined by the ITU 31 [20] and 3GPP [25] (white heptag-
onal area) in comparison to 4G (green area), as depicted
in Figure 1. It has to be noted that the actually
achieved KPIs in a given communications system will be
deployment-specific regardless of its technological genera-
tion and the supported KPI targets will be guided by the con-
crete usage scenarios and overall importance of the designed
services. The profiles therefore provide target KPI ranges
rather than definitive values (Figure 1, average KPI targets
in light blue, maximum KPI targets in dark blue) and are
intended to demonstrate use case feasibility for average 4G
and 5G implementations.

The interpretation of the PPDR requirements towards 5G
is meaningful if compared to KPIs defined and achievable for
mission critical services in previous generations of the PSNs.
3GPP’s technical requirements for mission critical services
in LTE [25], for example, specify delay bucket in the range
of 75 ms for MC PTT with 95% reliability and 10-2 packet
loss, 100 ms delay and 10-3 packet loss for MC video, and
200 ms delay and 10-6 packet loss for MC data services, all
of which are achievable in 4G and at the same time much
lower than the KPIs promised in 5G [18], [21], [26]. Latency,
reliability and availability are the most challenging KPIs but
can be met with improved radio interface, architecture opti-
mizations and dedicated core and radio resources, both in 4G
and 5G, whereas requirements such as high bandwidth, high
connection density, low power consumption or massive num-
ber of connected devices are often less relevant in the strict
context of legacy MC services [26]. This, however, cannot be
said for a variety of emerging PPDR applications, as demon-
strated with the presented profiles, for example real-time
disaster area surveillance using UAV-assisted high-definition
video streaming (Table 3, higher reliability, lower latency use
cases), or remote control of emergency robots using tactile

FIGURE 1. The methodology of use case KPI profiles compared to
nominal 4G and 5G KPI targets. The white heptagonal area represents the
range of KPIs promised with 5G. The green area shows comparatively the
achievable 4G KPIs. The profiles (demarcated with blue color)
demonstrate use case KPI requirements (average and maximum) and the
fact that advanced BB PPDR scenarios can only be met with 5G.

Internet (Table 3, very low latency use cases), where the
required KPIs are much more demanding and cannot be met
with 4G.

III. 5G ENABLERS FOR PPDR
As demonstrated in the previous section, 5G is a prerequi-
site for a number of emerging PPDR applications, the KPI
requirements of which surpass the achievable performances
and capabilities within the existing PSNs and even 4G.
We provide hereafter a short review of the key enabling tech-
nologies in 5G that will be used to achieve these goals. Some
of the key references to be studied in this review related to
existing and emerging 5G PPDR technologies are classified
in Table 4 and key research directions are summarized.

A. RADIO ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
The Radio Access Network (RAN) in 5G is designed to
meet the capabilities and coverage required by numerous
simultaneously operating vertical industries. This is achieved
by means of dynamically combining a number of advanced
technologies that complement each other’s capabilities and
characteristics, thus resulting in a combined ability to meet
the 5G performance targets. These according to [7] include
a more consistent performance over the coverage area, sup-
ported peak theoretical rates of 20Gbps in the 800MHz band,
peak user-experienced throughput of 1 Gbps and 95% of user
experienced throughputs at least 100 Mbps in the 400 MHz
band, peak theoretical speeds of 2-4 Gbps in early devices,
a 50% greater spectral efficiency compared to LTE assuming
same-order Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and full
implementation of 5G optimizations, and support for ten
times as many devices.

For BB PPDR, the 5G RAN targets are to achieve
ultra-reliability and improved coverage and performance.
Ultra-reliability relies on designing the radio access to
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TABLE 4. Literature overview on existing and emerging 5G PPDR technologies.

support diversity of the used communication paths using a
number of mechanisms, including multi-connectivity with
packet duplication support, device-to-device (D2D) com-
munication, massive MIMO and beamforming. Coverage
and performance improvements are primarily addressed with

the use of spectrum bands above 6 GHz (mmWave), mas-
sive MIMO techniques and interference management mech-
anisms, and ad-hoc RAN deployments for capacity and cov-
erage augmentation. Some specific aspects of using 5G RAN
enablers for BB PPDR are addressed hereafter.
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mmWave – One of the most promising enablers in 5G
to overcome the current shortage of resources and spec-
trum congestion in the bands below 6 GHz is the utilization
of the millimeter wave (mmWave) bands [1]. The massive
bandwidths can enable several magnitudes greater throughput
and ultra-low latency compared to conventional LTE sys-
tems, and thus 5G applications such as high-definition video
surveillance, tele surgery or real-time aerial and ground dis-
aster area reconnaissance using robotic vehicles and UAVs.
The application of the mmWave communication, however,
is associated with a number of technical challenges, including
high propagation loss and susceptibility to attenuation and
blockage, which requires directivity and makes the technol-
ogy applicable primarily for short-range line-of-sight and
indoor scenarios [1]. The deployment of mmWave for 5G is
therefore considered as small cells or backhaul with a cover
range in order of 100-200m [27]. In addition, further research
is needed to resolve challenges associated with urban cellular
network modelling, mmWave propagation models, advanced
beamforming techniques, and the associated formulation of
performance metrics.

The application of mmWave in PPDR is still very much
in its infancy. Susceptibility to attenuation and blockage,
including bad weather, buildings and even human bodies,
challenges the use of highly directional mmWave beams in
a number of emergency scenarios, in particular if combined
with mobility [1]. Examples include indoor and underground
rescue operations, directional backhaul mmWave links or
the use of UAVs and robots in disaster scenarios [28]–[31]
Most promising candidates to address the problem of vari-
able channel quality are beam tracking and beam alignment
protocols, the use of which for PPDR, however, remains to be
investigated.

Massive MIMO – MIMO is another crucial 5G enabler
to overcome capacity shortages by means of using a large
number of antennas on a single Base Station (BS) that are
capable of transmitting gigabits of traffic simultaneously and
on a time division principle to a large number of users in
the same frequency band [32]. The capability to use focused
beams on short-range areas leads to significantly improved
capacity and energy efficiency. MassiveMIMO demonstrates
particularly promising improvements if combined with other
5G RAN enablers, such as mmWave, multiple access and
D2D. Combined with heterogeneous networks and multiple
access technologies, massive MIMO improves both trans-
mission rates and network coverage probability [33]. With
mmWave, because of a smaller wavelength, multiple antenna
arrays can be deployed on a limited space, thus implementing
real massive MIMO system resulting in improved transmis-
sion capacities. If used together with D2D, spectral efficiency
can be improved. A number of research challenges remain
open, however, including channel modelling and the pertain-
ing performance evaluations [32].

The expectations for the use of massive MIMO in PPDR
are primarily focused on improving network coverage, in par-
ticular at the cell edges and including remote locations where

network coverage is relatively weak, as well as in scenarios
involving mobility [34]–[36]. The use of UAVs in combina-
tion with massive MIMO is an emerging field in this respect
[35] as well as proposals such as private body-worn antennae
PSN deployments for improved indoor coverage [34], [37].
The capability of dynamic coverage adaptation to deliver
a uniform user experience is specifically promising in this
respect although significant research of the use of massive
MIMO in PPDR is yet to take place.

D2D – The core capability of D2D is to transmit traffic
directly between two devices located in each other’s vicin-
ity without the need to traverse through RAN or CN. This
contributes to improved reliability and performance, shortens
delays and increases energy efficiency [27], [32]. When the
communication takes place in the licensed spectrum allocated
to the mobile operator, the D2D is in in-band mode, and
alternatively in out-band mode if using unlicensed spectrum,
such as 5 GHz WiFi [38].

D2D is an important PPDR enabler due to its ability to sup-
port peer-to-peer communication services without the need
for terrestrial infrastructure. It can be used for ad-hoc net-
working to increase reliability or to extend network coverage,
as well as a back-up solution in case of unavailability of
the terrestrial network infrastructure as a result of massive
incidents causing network outages or even complete failure
[38]–[40]. Offloading the traffic from the cellular RAN
has positive effects also on spectrum usage and facilitates
exploitation of unlicensed spectrum bands, although spec-
trum scarcity is not a typical constraint in PPDR. Further-
more, because of close proximity of the devices requiring
lower transmission powers, improved energy efficiency can
be achieved, which is another vital aspect in particular to
support prolonged massive disaster response operations [41].

D2D, however, is associated with a number of technical
challenges and requires further attention in terms of its effi-
ciency if used in different PPDR scenarios. This includes fur-
ther studies of D2D architectures within the cellular ecosys-
tems, in particular for device discovery, connection setup and
resource allocation, and interference management with cellu-
lar users by means of appropriate resource allocation strate-
gies and transmission power management [32], [42]–[44].
Another research challenge is associated with the fact that
D2D technology was initially planned for relaying mobile
communications, but has since attracted attention for a num-
ber of other use cases as well, including peer-to-peer commu-
nications, vehicle to X (V2X), UAVs, multicasting and M2M
communications, which requires further feasibility studies in
the context of PPDR.

Capacity and coverage augmentation – The capability
of 5G to augment capacity and coverage quickly and as
seamlessly as possible is a valuable capability for PPDR in a
number of situations. This includes scenarios to support oper-
ations in regions outside of terrestrial coverage, e.g., search
and rescue missions in mountainous or underground areas,
as well as scenarios in response to massive catastrophes caus-
ing the terrestrial infrastructure to become either congested or
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partially or even fully unavailable [18], [38], [45]–[47]. Suc-
cessful and effective ad-hoc deployment, however, is quite
challenging and associated with a number of requirements,
including the ability to provide immediate services, utilize
any existing infrastructure, interoperate with heterogeneous
technologies, possibly support self-organization and ensure
robust and reliable operation [48].

In general, there are two complementary and orthogonal
approaches, user-side augmentation based on D2D capabil-
ities as explained in the previous section, and network-side
solutions in the form of Dynamic Wireless Networks
(DWN) [38]. DWNs are constructed using portable and
mobile terrestrial cells transported to the sites using ground
vehicles, known as Cells on Wheels (COW) and Cells on
Light Trucks (COLT) [3], and air-born cells using low-
altitude platforms, e.g., UAVs [49], and high-altitude plat-
forms, e.g., unmanned aircrafts and airships [21], or a hybrid
combination of both. DWNs are built either as standalone
ad-hoc deployments leveraging for example IEEE 802.11p,
Bluetooth or WiFi-based [46] networking or even localized
5G, or with backhaul integration if the terrestrial network is
operational, e.g., based on LTE or 5G [50].

The use of DWNs, however, is associated with a number
of research challenges. Such deployments are characterized
by high mobility yielding dynamic interference patterns and
challenges associated with coordinating the exact locations
and trajectories of the deployed BSs [38], [51]–[53]. Energy
efficiency is a major constraint, in particular in hybrid and
dynamically reconfigurable settings, as well as reliability
and sufficient bandwidth capacities to support BB PPDR
services where mmWave is a promising candidate [46], [54].
Recently, the use of UAV-based DWNs in PPDR has gained
specific attention for its prospects to enable rapid, affordable
and dynamically reconfigurable aerial deployments suitable
for extreme emergency circumstances [55]. In such settings,
enabling 5G technologies including mmWave and D2D com-
munications as well as the use of massiveMIMO and the con-
cept of edge computing are regarded as specifically promis-
ing in resolving the above-identified challenges. Specifics of
UAV-based DWNs for capacity and coverage augmentation
in PPDR are further addressed in the following.

UAV-assistedwireless communications – TheUAVs have
historically served the military for intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance missions, but have since evolved and
diversified into a number of application areas serving the pub-
lic safety [56], [57]. Recently, the use of unmanned aerial base
stations (UABSs), i.e. BSs and relaysmounted onUAVs, such
as helikites, balloons and drones, has gained specific atten-
tion for coverage and capacity augmentation in areas where
terrestrial infrastructure is not available (e.g., remote areas) or
has become congested or even damaged [41], [49], [52], [58].
The core benefits of using UAVs in this respect are mobility,
low costs and the ability to self-organize if used in swarms
and combined with advanced or even AI-supported logic,
which enables rapid deployment of aerial communications
platforms that assist or in some cases even replace terrestrial

networks. Low-altitude communication platforms are par-
ticularly advantageous in demanding public safety circum-
stances, such as in hostile and disaster scenarios, due to better
accessibility, fast deployment, higher chances of establishing
reliable line-of-sight (LOS) in the targeted areas (e.g., moun-
tainous terrain or urban environments), and additional cov-
erage and performance enhancements opportunities because
of their mobility and rapid reconfiguration capabilities in the
three-dimensional aerial space [38], [49], [59], [60]. Nokia’s
F-Cell [61], Facebook Aquila [62], Eurecom’s Perfume [63]
and Huawei’s Digital Sky [64] are examples of well-known
applications of 5G small-cell UABSs.

UABS applications in PPDR, however, are associated
with a number of research challenges. Research on opti-
mal deployment strategies of UABS is underway with
regards to coverage areas, altitude, fleet size, energy
consumption and spectrum access (especially in urban
settings) [34], [41], where mmWave UAV applications
combined with advanced MIMO techniques seem promising
for PPDR [30], [31], [65], [66]. Another related aspect is
concerned with UAVs operating in unlicensed bands and
hence competing for spectrum resources with immense num-
bers of other devices, in particular those utilizing WiFi and
Bluetooth spectrum ranges, including IoT and V2X com-
munications [67]. In this respect, Cognitive Radio (CR)
based on Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology is
emerging in 5G as a promising approach to solving spec-
trum scarcity [48], [67], [68]. The optimization problem is
particularly challenging with respect to spectrum sharing
and offloading strategies in settings combining macro and
small terrestrial BS cells with large UABS fleet deploy-
ments [49], [55]. Some promising research directions address
the use of AI for autonomy, distributed deployment optimiza-
tion and swarm coordination [30], [41], [69], and approaches
involving for example game theory, genetic algorithms and
deep learning are investigated in this respect [49], [58], [70].

Energy efficiency and battery life optimization is another
related research area of major interest in UAV-based DWN
implementations. Various deployment approaches are cur-
rently investigated where requirements depend on the con-
crete application scenario and are subject to a multitude of
factors, including those discussed above. Energy efficiency
optimization strategies are subject to fleet placement and
reconfiguration capabilities, UAV characteristics and pay-
load, flight trajectory and duration, coverage area and ground
user density, on-board processing, and data transmission vol-
ume and frequency [69], [71], [72]. Various deployment and
recharging approaches are being investigated in the litera-
ture, works have been focusing for example on scheduling
optimizations of the transmitted signal and on innovative
recharging methods using round robin swaps or solar power
charging [34], as well as on fleet placement and transmission
optimizations [49], but the aspect continues to be a consider-
able research challenge [48].

An interesting research direction extends the concept of
UABS with UAV-boarded core network functions and edge
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cloud capabilities to complement terrestrial core network
functions, e.g., to deploy UAV-boarded 5G access, mobil-
ity and session management functions or user processing
functions implementing MEC local capabilities [73]. The
approach is promising in terms of improving resiliency,
autonomy and reliability of PPDR deployments, in particu-
lar in disaster scenarios. Limited energy and computational
resources are the main challenge in this respect. In terms
of other relevant research directions for UABS applications
and the use of UAVs in PPDR more generally, there is
a pressing need for further efforts on legislation to allow
the deployment of single and multiple UAV applications in
practice [41], [69], and advancements in the UAV device
construction and robustness in particular to sustain heavy
loads and detrimental weather conditions [41]. Other relevant
directions include also advanced multi-source localization
techniques [41], and physical and cyber security of UAV
deployments in the context of PPDR [58], [69], [74]–[76].

In addition to the UABS concept, also known in the
literature as UAV-assisted wireless communications [77],
the use of UAVs in combination with 5G has found numer-
ous other promising applications for PPDR that extend their
use into areas such as monitoring and remote sensing of
locations of interest by means of live video feeds, imagery
and sensor data gathering and analysis, search and rescue
missions, as well as transportation and logistics support,
e.g. delivery of equipment and medical supplies to inac-
cessible areas [30], [59], [78], [79]. Commonly referred to
as cellular-connected UAVs [77], in these applications the
UAVs are considered new aerial users acting in the context
of PPDR usage scenarios. 5G in this respect provides the
required enablers realizing high-bandwidth and low-latency
communications, with a capacity to facilitate transmission
of large quantities of data from remote UAVs in video and
sensor scenarios, as well as to offload the burden of compute
and energy intensive artificial intelligence algorithms to the
cellular edge while sustaining dynamic high velocity drone
deployments by means of low-latency D2D and backhaul
connectivity [45]. The deployment and experimentation with
UAVs in the context of 5G PPDR usage scenarios is further
discussed in Section VI.

Satellite-based PPDR communications – Satellite com-
munications (SatCom), another type of non-terrestrial net-
works (NTN) besides airborne DWNs, have traditionally
played an important role in PPDR in providing ubiquitous
and reliable MC communications and representing the third
network stratum of heterogeneous communications systems
complementing terrestrial and aerial networks [21]. At the
cost of higher deployment costs and decreased delay perfor-
mances, their inherent benefits for PPDR include global and
scalable coverage at land, sea and air, with resilience to terres-
trial malfunctions. Legacy PPDR SatCom deployments have
predominately served for voice services and early warning
systems based on geostationary earth orbit satellites (GEO).
Some of the well-known examples include Iridum’s PTT
services [80], Inmarsat’s satellite phones and rapidly movable

satellite-based COLTs used by FirstNet [81], GEO-based
early warning systems provided by COSPAS-SARSAT for
maritime applications [82], and J-Alert in Japan [83].

Recently, mega-constellations of low earth orbit (LEO)
satellites have started to emerge [84], [85], complement-
ing terrestrial networks in terms of coverage and scalabil-
ity, and GEO deployments in terms of reducing deployment
costs and improving performances [85]. Early studies for
example indicate promising delay performance enhancement
opportunities in particular when deployed as low-altitude and
high-density constellations and utilizing advanced signal pro-
cessingmethods [84].While delay performance requirements
for legacy MC applications seem achievable (typically in the
range between 20 and 80 ms), however, these are expected
to become more demanding with the emergence of advanced
multimedia, haptic and augmented reality services.

For PPDR SatCom, the biggest challenge is to con-
tribute to extremely high availability of communications
resources in disaster areas and in disaster-safe locations,
with resilience to sporadic nature to such circumstances.
Simultaneous and integrated deployments with terrestrial and
airborne networks are researched in this respect [21]. 5G
is the technology expected to act as the enabling core for
a deeper and more systemic integration, to achieve consid-
erably improved network efficiency in particular in sparse
environments and when combined with the emerging LEO
deployments, as well as to ensure improved service relia-
bility through diversity gains achieved in areas with simul-
taneous presence of different overlapping satellite, airborne
and terrestrial technologies. 3GPP standardization activities
have been underway respectively since Release 14 that ini-
tiated NTN, followed by 5G SatCom feasibility studies in
Release 15 and 16 [86], [87], whereas further specifications
are expected in Release 17 [88], [89].

Advanced satellite-based 5G communications in PPDR,
however, are associatedwith a number of research challenges.
There is currently a rather limited body of integrated 5G
SatCom proof of concept studies available in the literature,
such as those reported in [90]–[94], while the vast majority
of attempts continue to either use simplified 5G emulation
approaches or rely predominately on loose integration with
3G/4G where satellite and terrestrial networks are intercon-
nected but operated independently on the level of network and
spectrum management [21]. In general, the core challenges
in integrating satellite networks with other 5G subnetworks
(terrestrial and airborne) are associated with requirements for
sophisticated cooperation mechanisms [90], [95]. Seamless
vertical and horizontal service continuity requires advanced
resource allocation and handover strategies, which is a
major research challenge [96]–[98]. Horizontal inter-satellite
handovers in large LEO deployments, for example, affect
the delay performances; challenges are similar to those in
ultra-dense cellular networks and involve increased traffic
load and retransmission, increased interference risks and han-
dover frequency management. Vertical handover is another
challenge associated with service continuity assurance where
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proactive algorithms are required with capabilities to adapt
to differences in cell size (1-50 km diameter in terrestrial net-
works, 2.000-20.000 km in satellite networks) and cell mobil-
ity (in case of LEO) requiring tracking as well as specific
mobile-to-fixed handover capabilities [21]. Other integration
challenges involve advanced interference management [84],
functional and performance adaptations of terrestrial and air-
borne networks, including e.g., adaptation of time-dependent
processes such as synchronization and scheduling to ensure
resilience to longer RTT delays of satellite systems, fre-
quency reuse strategies coordinated with spectrum sharing
between the integrated wireless networks [99], [97], as well
as Doppler frequency tracking and compensation to compen-
sate speed differences between satellite (approx. 7 km/s) and
terrestrial (up to 500 km/h) networks [21], [98].

Softwarization, slicing, and edge computing, which have
been extensively studied in the context of 5G, demon-
strate promising research prospects also for satellite subnet-
work [90], [91], [93], [97], as well as the application of
mmWave and MIMO technologies [98], [100]. Typically,
functions performed in terrestrial networks can with cer-
tain design adaptations potentially be applied also in space,
e.g., by introducing dynamic and distributed SDN/NFV
control functions for improved system reliability in hybrid
deployments combining heterogeneous terrestrial, aerial and
satellite deployments [101], [102]. Cybersecurity is another
major topic of interest in such integrated 5G systems
requiring a system-wide attention [103]. Some promis-
ing research directions involve design of secure routing
approaches to overcome security risks introduced by fre-
quent handovers for service continuity in highly mobile
LEO deployments and increased threats associated with het-
erogeneity of handover mechanisms in multi-subnetwork
5G ecosystems. Other works are investigating decentral-
ization in terms of satellite edge computing applications
in space, where dynamic network virtualization techniques
and cooperative computation offloading schemes between
terrestrial, aerial and satellite subnetworks seem promis-
ing [104], [105]. Adoption of advanced technologies, such
as data fusion and AI [95], [105], and sensing technologies
and IoT [24], [106], [107] in combination with satellite net-
works for PPDR are also gaining traction. Emerging research
directions are currently focused e.g., on aspects of automated
and autonomous swarm operations and inter-satellite cooper-
ation by means of deep learning and collective intelligence
concepts, with potential applications targeting foremost mas-
sive LEO-based IoT satellite swarms [21], [108], [109].
These research directions, however, are still rather new
and more concrete investigations for NTN are yet to
take place, with further research insights reaching deeper
also into reliability, quality and application aspects for
PPDR.

B. MISSION-CRITICAL (MC) CAPABILITIES
The concept of using commercial technologies for PPDR
has become attractive already with the standardization

of mission-critical (MC) communication capabilities as
part of the 4th generation (4G) of mobile technologies
standardized by the 3rd generation partnership project
(3GPP) [3], [4], [8], [110]. In particular, LTE Release
12 has focused on Proximity Services (ProSec) for direct
device-to-device (sidelink) communication, and Group Com-
munications System Enablers (GCSE) for unicast and
broadcast voice, video and data communications. These
have been further improved in Release 13 and new
capabilities have been introduced, including one-to-one
and one-to-many Mission-Critical Push-To-Talk (MCPTT),
relayed communications for out-of-coverage devices and Iso-
lated Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network
(E-UTRAN) Operations (IOPS) allowing the base sta-
tions to offer services even if the backhaul connectivity
is lost. In Release 14, MCPTT has been extended and
Mission-Critical Video (MC Video) and Mission-Critical
Data (MC Date) have been added as well as Mission-Critical
Services Common Requirements (MC CoRe). These as well
as proximity services have been further enhanced in Release
15 of 4G, which has introduced also Phase 1 of 5G. However,
several technical and operational challenges in 4G-based
PMR have undermined its adoption, in particular prioriti-
zation or mission-critical users over commercial users and
network congestion management during large operations,
interoperability issues, network coverage limitations com-
pared to traditional PMS, spectrum scarcity and security
problems.

Further enhancements and extensions to the portfolio of 4G
critical communications capabilities are included in Release
16, in particular to cover for MC interworking and intercon-
nect enhancements as well as further specification of MC
capabilities and architectures for specific areas of application,
including railway and maritime [111]. Release 16 delivered
also Phase 2 of 5G, part of which are MC Service Priority
and QoS specifications [21]. The evolved 5G capabilities are
expected to be extensively influenced by the MC capabil-
ities developed in 4G [110] and at the same time deliver
ultra-reliable and low-latency (URLLC) communications,
extended broadband capabilities and coverage (enhanced
Mobile Broadband – eMBB), and capabilities for massive
Machine Type Communications (mMTC) allowing for high
connection density, energy efficiency and extended coverage
when connecting enormous numbers of devices. Therefore,
in Release 16 a Study on Mission Critical services support
over 5G System (MCOver5GS) has been launched, targeting
to identify the impacts and necessary changes in the existing
specifications to ensure MC services can be supported over
5G [112].

C. MASSIVE MACHINE TYPE COMMUNICATION
Another crucial 5G enabler that has been designed in
response to the explosive growth of machine-type commu-
nications and sensor deployments is the massive Machine
Type Communication (mMTC). Its target is to alleviate
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the ultra-high traffic density problem and support a huge
number of simultaneous connections [32] by means of
facilitating sporadic uplink-dominated transmissions of small
data packets at relatively low data rates for a huge num-
ber of connected devices [113]. Further technical challenges
associated with mMTC include random access overload res-
olution and intra-cell and inter-cell interference mitigation
techniques, because of a massive number of devices simul-
taneously tying to access the radio resources, and improved
energy efficiency to sustain uninterrupted device operation
on a scale of ten years and beyond. Additionally, the appli-
cation of mMTC is typically paired with other multi-faceted
application-specific requirements depending on the concrete
type of supported use cases, for example ultra-low latency to
support tactile internet services, energy efficiency for device
autonomy in ultra-massive deployments, or ultra-high device
density and device to device connectivity support at massive
events, where the support of specific mMTC must not con-
tradict the other two operating modes, namely the eMBB and
the URLLC [114].

For PPDR, the application of mMTC falls within the scope
of the so-called mission critical mMTC (mcMTC) applica-
tions that, compared to other sectors, require higher availabil-
ity and reliability, improved safety and lower latency [115].
From the 5G perspective, low latency and mobility support
represent the core mMTC challenges. Numerous research
efforts have considered multi-access approaches, ad-hoc and
device-to-device networking, UAV-assisted connectivity and
mobility management to improve reliability, robustness and
utilization of spectrum resources of critical mMTC deploy-
ments [116]. From a practical perspective, the applications
of mcMTC for PPDR are expected to initially fall within
the domain of non-MC commercial services and will fol-
low deployment and operations practice of business critical
mcMTC applications in other industrial sectors with simi-
lar reliability and availability requirements and constraints,
for example in industrial automation and e-health. On the
long term, however, once MC data and MC video services
mature, the mcMTC for PPDR is also expected to emerge as
a mission-critical 5G capability.

D. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) focuses on decoupling
of the software-based control plane from the hardware-based
user plane, thus allowing the control and configuration
nodes of the network infrastructure to dynamically adjust the
behavior of network nodes in charge of user plane traffic
transmission [7], [117]. This, among other benefits, enables
implementation of efficient resource allocation and facilitates
integration of multiple RATs.

The SDN architecture consists of an infrastructure layer,
representing the devices and hardware that implement data
transmission functions, the behavior of which is managed by
the control layer, where the entire intelligence of an SDN
network is logically centralized and manages all physical and
virtual resources. The behavior implemented by the control

layer is determined based on the business applications in
the application layer that define control parameters such as
required bandwidth, access control, QoS, energy consump-
tion etc.

Dynamic management of resources in real time, including
cloud and edge capabilities, and dynamic resource allocation
and seamless mobility across a multitude of diverse RATs are
some of the benefits of SDN exploited in 5G. On the other
hand, deployment of SDN into PPDR practice is challenging
from a variety of aspects, such as compatibility between
legacy and SDN-enabled components in individual types of
PSNs, centralization of the control intelligence and guaran-
tees of performance, high availability and fault tolerance to
ensure stable operation of SDN-enabled networks, including
for MC services [21].

E. NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is based on the abil-
ity to deploy network functions as software components, i.e.,
Virtual Network Functions (VNF) and Cloud Native Func-
tions (CNF), thus introducing another layer of abstraction that
separates the logic of the function from its actual deployment,
which can be completed using standardized hardware. This
simplifies network deployment, control and upgrades, lowers
the costs and improves energy efficiency.

The architecture of NFV [118] consists of the Network
Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI), which pro-
vides the virtual resources for the execution of the Virtualized
Network Functions (VNFs), which are software implementa-
tions of the network functions. The NFVI and the numerous
deployed VNFs are controlled by the NFV Management and
Orchestration (NFV M&O), which is responsible for orches-
tration and lifecycle management of the NFV hardware and
software network resources and builds connections among
the different VNFs [32].

Exploitation of benefits introduced with such flexibility
and capabilities to efficiently serve on-demand requests,
however, require implementation of advanced orchestration
mechanisms, management of network functions and resource
allocation, which remains one of the challenging aspects of
NFV. In addition, implementation of NFV introduces a range
of new and emerging security concerns that require further
attention. European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) is currently addressing this through their Security
Expert Group (SEG) [119].

SDN and NFV together with the introduction of cloud and
edge computing into network infrastructures represents the
key aspect of network transformation that makes improved
reliability and performance possible together with reduced
expenditures and operating costs [117], which are essential
capabilities to meet the stringent PPDR requirements. Also,
network softwarization is essential in ensuring isolation of
the PPDR traffic, end-to-end policy enforcement and QoS
guarantees, and reliable and prioritized delivery of user plane
data if so required.
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FIGURE 2. Network isolation. Slicing can provide two orthogonal types of isolation, operational and network isolation [18]. In operational
isolation, a vertical user is provided with the ability to influence the operational characteristics of the slice, including e.g., slice monitoring,
control and configuration capabilities. In network isolation, on the other hand, network functions or resources are dedicated to a single user and
once dedicated to a slice, not shared with others. A number of network isolation levels are possible depending on which functions or resources
are reserved for a single user, as shown on the figure. The level of network isolation decides also cost efficiency; the left-most option represents
a private network, which is preferable for PPDR security-wise and provides highest isolation, but comes at a very high cost.

F. NETWORK SLICING
The behavior of a 5G network is managed using the principle
of network slicing, a technique that is central to 5G and serves
to create for each individual use case an entire self-contained
virtual network (slice) on top of a shared physical infras-
tructure, without interfering with other simultaneously served
use cases [39], [120]. This way, distinct characteristics of the
individual use cases can be met in a structured, automated
and elastic way [32]. For example, simultaneous slices can be
created for tele surgery, featuring ultra-low latency and high
reliability, and for real-time drone-assisted HD video surveil-
lance with guaranteed enhancedmobile broadband. Improved
energy and cost efficiency of the utilized infrastructure and
resources are among the benefits of network slicing compared
to traditional networks.

Slicing of the 5G Core network (5GC) is specified in 3GPP
Rel.15 with further extensions introduced in Rel.16 [121],
and 5G RAN slicing is targeted in Rel.17. Core network
slices, radio access network slices and radio slices are inter-
connected either statically or dynamically through dedicated
pairing functions [122]. Each slice is associated with specific
behavioral characteristics, e.g., bandwidth, security, data flow
isolation, quality of service, reliability etc., and integrates
network and cloud resources in the core and at the edge of
the network to create complete private virtual networks or
dedicated virtual networks for specific services [120]. Stan-
dardization efforts, however, require further work, in particu-
lar to support multi-RAT slicing, as well as a number of other

technically challenging aspects, including efficient orchestra-
tion and resource allocation in multi-tenant scenarios where
SLA agreements pose varying network operation require-
ments.

For PPDR, slicing represents a crucial capability of 5G
in meeting a myriad of requirements and in particular to
ensure isolation and guaranteed operation of PPDR services
hosted on a shared 5G infrastructure (Figure 2). This includes
creation of dedicated PPDR slices that are not shared with
other users or use cases, i.e., network level isolation, imple-
mentation of different security models and isolation proper-
ties of the slice to complement and extend application-level
securitymeasures (e.g., end-to-end encryption), prioritization
and pre-emptive behavior and allocation of radio bearers with
better bandwidth and/or latency characteristics forMC traffic.

Sharing of the physical resources and logical instead of
physical isolation of network resources, however, continues
to represent a key security concern for PPDR and slice
security is a major research challenge. Distributed Denial of
Service attacks (DDoS), side channel attacks across slices,
and exhaustion of security resources are the most prevalent
threats and a number of approaches and techniques are pro-
posed to mitigate them and ensure end-to-end slice security
[123]–[125]. Numerous different approaches exist that in
general rely on intra-slice and inter-slice isolation, which
constitutes a number of further aspects, including reserva-
tion of host and network resources for a particular slice,
smart resource allocation techniques and end-to-end quality
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of service (QoS) guarantees [126]. Besides technical security
and isolation measures applied during slice lifecycle manage-
ment, the choice and application of isolation approaches and
the resulting level of security depend also on ownership and
operation principles of the shared 5G infrastructure where
isolation can be achieved by implementing combinations of
private and public RAN and 5GC segments and termination
of private and public PPDR slices at security anchor point on
different network levels [127]–[129]. Ownership and man-
agement related network isolation principles are discussed in
more detail in Section IV.

G. MULTI-ACCESS EDGE COMPUTING
In response to the PPDR needs for resilience, low latency
communications and isolated operation as well as to exploit
cloud and edge processing principles to alleviate power con-
sumption of end devices and support massive IoT deploy-
ments, 5G has introduced another enabling technology,
Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) [110].MEC is an ETSI
standard [130] that exploits SDN and NFV capabilities of 5G
and augments cloud capabilities with storage and processing
resources in the RAN, which significantly improves service
responsiveness and reduces bandwidth consumption since the
core network is no longer in the transmission path [39], [131].
Providing cloud computing services at the edge of the RAN
allows for deployment of computationally intensive and delay
sensitive applications to be deployed in close proximity to end
users and guarantees of ultra-low latency, high bandwidth and
real-time access to radio resources and data analytics [32], as
well as to gain from the ability of the MEC to provide real-
time awareness and context of the local environment through
its standardized management and orchestration (MANO) and
open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) [131]. For
integrated 5G MEC deployments, the MEC applications are
mapped to application functions (AF) of the 5G architecture
and are provisioned through the configured 5G slices follow-
ing the established 5G discovery, policing and orchestration
mechanisms while traffic steering is delegated directly to
the user processing functions (UPF) following the AF-issued
requests for local UPF selection [131].

Real-time HD video stream analytics, computation
offloading and MEC-enabled IoT services, and delay-
sensitive AR/VR are examples of new MEC-enabled appli-
cations that carry immediate value for PPDR [7]. Also, MEC
plays a crucial role in ensuring reliable and resilient on-site
PPDR applications supporting emergency response and dis-
aster management operations during large catastrophes when
terrestrial network is affected and connectivity to centralized
cloud and application provisioning services is interrupted.
For example, a MEC-enabled situational awareness and dis-
patch application combined with IOPS network features runs
application instances on local MEC infrastructure deployed
as part of the on-site 5G network and is available locally until
backhaul connectivity is restored. Also, access to network
capabilities and quality-related parameters available to MEC
AFs in 5G can enable PPDR applications with improvedQoS,

reliability and availability characteristics or even real-time
adaptive behavior, for example to support offloading sce-
narios for non-MC services in case of low RAN resources,
as well as advanced location services based on current RAN
information. Early research results are promising and indi-
cate e.g., at possibilities for significantly improved delay
performances for MEC-enabled MCPTT applications [8].
The use of MEC for PPDR is expected also in mobility use
cases, e.g., when combined with UABS deployments, which
continue to be a challenging and are currently under inves-
tigation [131]. Application instance relocation and context
mobility are required that can enable seamless handover of
MEC capabilities between the cells that the user is passing
through.

IV. 5G PPDR ARCHITECTURE AND DEPLOYMENT
OPTIONS
Software-defined networking (SDN) and network functions
virtualization (NFV) are the two core concepts that have
impacted the transformation of network architecture and
improvement of its flexibility in 5G compared to previous
generations of wireless networks. With the adoption of cloud
deployed SDN/NFV, network functions as well as other types
of applications in 5G can be deployed as virtualized software
instances running in data centers located centrally, distributed
or as a combination thereof [7], [117], [132]. Virtualiza-
tion of 5G is expected to gradually progress from the core
network, which is easier to implement because of a smaller
number of nodes, towards RAN, the virtualization of which
is more complex and limited up to the point of terminating
the radio interface, but provides the greatest network effi-
ciency gains, in particular for small-cell deployments with
cell and interference coordination support [7]. A number of
standardization bodies and industry initiatives are involved in
standardization of NFV concepts and specification of refer-
ence architectures and interfaces, including ETSI NFV Indus-
try Specification Group [133], the Open Networking Foun-
dation [134], OpenStack [135], OpenDaylight [136], and
Linux Foundation’s Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV) [137].
Also, there are numerous industry efforts aimed at defin-
ing open interfaces to facilitate softwarized implementation
of radio and network functions in an interoperable vendor
ecosystem, including the 3GPP, the Open RAN Alliance
(developing O-RAN) [138], the Common NFVI Telco Task-
force (CNTT) hosted between the Linux Foundation and the
GSMA [139], the Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI)
Cooperation [140], and the Open Network Automation Plat-
form (ONAP) project [141]. Such capabilities result in the
adaptability of the 5G architecture in several aspects relative
to network ownership and management, migration paths and
functional requirements, as discussed in more detail in the
following.

A. OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
Firstly, 5G network softwarization and the concept of slicing
enable a shared use of a 5G network in the form of virtual 5G
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networks with guaranteed Service Level Agreement (SLA),
including for example relative priority of users and services,
preemptive behavior in case of capacity shortage, specialized
capabilities such as IOPS or D2D, and end-to-end security
support of control and user traffic. This in practice leads to
the ability of the 5G to create and operate a private 5G PPDR
network on top of a commercial infrastructure with private
characteristics mirroring those of traditional public safety
networks [127].

Hence, when planning a 5G PPDR deployment, a num-
ber of ownership options are possible. These range from an
entirely privately owned and dedicated 5G PPDR network to
a fully hosted deployment (Mobile Virtual Network Operator
– MVNOmodel) as well as hybrid options where a dedicated
private public safety network is connected to commercial
networks with roaming support for coverage or capacity aug-
mentation. In a fully privately owned and managed 5G PPDR
model the major benefits include the possibility to have full
control over the network, coverage, capacity and availability,
and the possibility to introduce specific functionalities and
security architectures. This, however, comes at a cost of high
investment and operational costs, which in most cases is not
an affordable option in the PPDR sector. On the other hand,
a private PPDR network hosted on a shared infrastructure and
managed by a commercial 5G network operator benefits from
the mainstream technology developments and the economy
of scale. In this case, however, performance and operational
aspects such as capacity, coverage, prioritization and pre-
emption, as well as security and availability are subject to
SLA agreements and not under direct control of the PPDR
authority. The third option, hybrid deployment models, stand
to strike a favorable balance between both aforementioned
extremes and offer the possibility for the PPDR sector to
retain at least partial control over the core performance and
operational capabilities while reducing investment and oper-
ational costs on the account of RAN/access and backhaul
augmentation by means of commercial networks. A fourth
option exists also, where a MVNO-based PPDR deploy-
ment is augmented with either a private spectrum or private
RAN and backhaul deployments; the latter option is particu-
larly promising for cases where commercial networks fail to
ensure sufficient coverage of certain areas, e.g., mountainous
regions, as well as for localized or ad-hoc capacity and cov-
erage augmentation in case of massive response missions, for
example.

Within these options, network management represents an
additional dimension and again multiple variants are possi-
ble. In addition to including classical multi-operator RAN
and multi-operator core models, 5G allows even more man-
agement flexibility, for example split management on user
and control levels between RAN and core network, and
in combination with management policies enforced through
network slicing [127]. In practice, the choice of realistic
ownership-management combinations is expected to follow
concrete use cases, plausibility of business models and par-
ticularities of spectrum licensing, and for the 5G PPDR

particularly also currently established practices, access to
sufficient expertise for management of networks and ser-
vices, existing PSNs as well as the pertaining national
regulation.

B. EVOLUTION PATHS AND DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
Another important aspect when discussing deployment
options is concerned with a number of possible evolu-
tion paths toward 5G as specified in Release 15 of the
3GPP [142], [143]. Two primary 5G deployment models
include a non-standalone (NSA) deployment of NR inte-
grated with an existing LTE network and connected either
into the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) or into the 5G Core
(5GC), and a standalone (SA) 5G option reliant on NR and
connected into the 5GC (whereas LTE connected into the
EPC is considered a legacy 4G SA). A number of deploy-
ment configurations result from the NSA and the SA models
with different RAN combinations and the applicable integra-
tion and roaming mechanisms as specified for 5G in [121]
and [144], denominated as Option 1 through 7 with further
subvariants (Figure 3). Option 1 represents the legacy 4G
deployment of LTE connected to EPC, and Option 2 rep-
resents the targeted 5G-only deployment of NR connected
to 5GC.

For PPDR specifically, the research on 5G migration paths
and deployment options has yet to take place. The migration
is expected to progress gradually and through a number of
consecutive stages, first with the introduction of new non-MC
services benefitting from 5G performances, followed by
gradual migration of MC services. Non-MC BB PPDR ser-
vices have insofar been scarce and available predominately
through commercial 4G networks. There was little if any
integrations with the PSNs and their migration, if applicable
at all, is expected to follow the migration strategies imple-
mented by commercial network operators. For MC services,
on the other hand, the exact strategy depends on the current
state of legacy PSN portfolio as well as on the pertaining
ownership and management models. For example, for 4G
PPDR network owners, migration strategies apply that offer
protection of existing investments while allowing for gradual
network upgrades with continuous MC services operation.
For PPDR users migrating from legacy PSNs and opting for
hosted and hybrid models abandoning legacy PSNs, on the
other hand, the deployment options will depend on the exact
ownership and management model as well as on national
strategies and regulation. The timing and choices will be
guided also by a number of PPDR-specific requirements,
including wide area coverage guarantees versus 5G perfor-
mances, interworking support and service continuity, as well
as availability of native 5G MC features and specific PPDR
capabilities.

Looking at the SA andNSA deployment models for PPDR,
among a number of different possibilities, Options 2 and
3/3× seem like the most promising candidates. Option 3 is an
NSA model where NR is connected to LTE/EPC and exploits
E-UTRAN - NR Dual Connectivity to boost throughput of
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FIGURE 3. 5G NSA and SA deployment models. The multiple connectivity alternatives in 3GPP 5G architecture include Options 1 through 7 with
several further subversions available for NSA models. Stand Alone (SA) models include only one independent RAT (LTE or NR) that is connected to
either the EPC or to the 5GC. In Non-Standalone (NSA) models both RATs are present and one of the RATs assists the other in connecting either to
the EPC or to the 5GC. Please note that Option 6 has later been abandoned by the 3GPP because of its very unlikely applicability in practice, and is
therefore omitted from this figure.

a device that is simultaneously connected to both RANs. Its
variant 3× enables transmission of user plane data either
directly between NR and EPC or via LTE, which introduces
improved load balancing capabilities and support of eMBB
use cases through direct NR-EPC connectivity. This is an
interesting short-terms option that would allow a 4G PPDR
operator to protect existing investments and at the same time
offer 5G throughput performances to their PPDR users. Load
sharing of data over a single bearer of 4G and 5Gwould allow
for continuity of data services even in initial stages when
NR coverage is limited. Option 2, on the other hand, is a
SA option where the UE connects using only 5G technology,
i.e., NR and 5GC whereas LTE/EPC, if available, remains
operational to support legacy devices. This option applies to
PPDR end-users who have previously used legacy PSNs and
are migrating to a hosted or hybrid model with a commercial
5G operator, as well as to PPDR operators in migration from
Option 3 towards SA 5G. This is a favorable strategy for both
cases as it provides wide-area LTE coverage to allow gradual
NR rollout, a fully 5G connectivity with all performance
benefits within areas of NR coverage, as well as interworking
capabilities with legacy PSNs through 4G if so required.
Another intermediate NSA alternative on the path towards
SA 5G is Option 4, where the network core is upgraded
to 5GC and connected to both LTE and NR radio access
technologies. This option, however, requires an enhanced
LTE (eLTE) deployment and is therefore considered as a
less frequent choice. The combined most likely 4G to 5G
PPDR migration path through Options 1, 3 and 2 is depicted
in Figure 4.

C. FUNCTIONAL DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
A third deployment aspect exists as well, orthogonal to
ownership, management and migration strategies, and is con-
cerned with flexibility of the 5G architecture from a func-
tional and performance perspective to accommodate sector
specific or even use-case specific requirements. The com-
bined capabilities of splitting 5G control plane and user plane
functions, and SDN/NFV and MEC/cloud support facilitate
flexibility in the distribution of user and control plane func-
tions, which can be placed either centrally or pushed deeper
into the edge of the network. Three distinct PPDR scenarios
are used in Figure 5 to demonstrate the adaptations to priori-
tize mMTC, eMBB, cMTC and resilience capabilities.

In option A, the 5G architecture is centralized and capable
of supportingmMTCuse cases, such as for example a deploy-
ment of risk area sensing infrastructure where either fixed or
mobile sensors can be used for predicting and detecting flood-
ing events. The use of low-complexity sensors increases the
amount of control plane signaling relative to user plane traffic
and in high mobility cases tracking services also contribute
with a significant burden on the network.

Option B implements eMMB communications to deploy
for example real-time aerial surveillance of a disaster area
using UAVs and advanced video processing (possibly with
AR interfaces). Transmission of high-definition video in real
time presents heavy network load in terms of bandwidth
and transmission delays, as well as in terms of processing
power on the level of the application. To accommodate large
capacity and low latency, the user plane is pushed closer
towards the edge of the network.
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FIGURE 4. A possible PPDR migration scenario from 4G to 5G through NSA and SA models based on Options 1, 2 and 3/3×. The migration scenario
assumes Option 1 as a starting point, i.e., a 4G deployment. In a transitional stage, Option 3/3× is introduced initially where both LTE and
LTE-assisted MR are connected to the EPC; if Option 3× is deployed, direct user plane connectivity between NR and the EPC is also enabled,
providing for improved load balancing and eMBB performances. Later, Option 2 is introduced in addition. This combination ensures a wide-area
coverage while NR is gradually rolled out; SA NR Option 2 is used in areas with good NR coverage, NSA NR Option 3/3× is used where NR is
available only on partial spectrum, and SA LTE Option 1 is used outside of NR coverage areas. LTE-NR mobility is implemented with the 3GPP
EPC-5GC interworking mechanisms [121]. In the long-term, when NR coverage is expanded, the deployment transitions into Option 2 only. EPC/LTE
remains available to serve legacy UEs.

Option C targets implementation of most demanding sce-
narios in the BB PPDR requiring either ultra-low latency
or maximum availability. The first scenario involves emer-
gency robot control, e.g., in incidents where robots are used
for disarming of explosive bodies; this scenario requires
ultra-low latency and extreme availability, which is achieved
by deploying both control and processing powers as close to
the intervention site as possible, i.e., on the closest base sta-
tion site in the field. The second scenario supported with this
architectural option is resilience of field 5G communications
during large disasters when backhaul and core parts of the
infrastructure experience partial of complete outage. In this
case, resilience is achieved by deploying crucial control logic
and processing capabilities as well as mission critical appli-
cations at the edge of the network, which corresponds to the
tactical PPDR level, typically located on the field. The on-site
deployment can be either fixed, portable (COW/COLT) or
mobile (compact carry-on). Both depicted scenarios can take
place at the same time, e.g., during a massive incident.

V. 5G PPDR SPECTRUM
The strategies of introducing 5G into PPDR practice depend
also on the availability and access to spectrum. Significant
efforts are underway globally and on national levels to align
the most suitable 5G frequency spectrum for the public
safety sector. In general, the 5G spectrum is split into three
sections [145]: low-band spectrum below 1 GHz, mid-band
spectrum between 1 GHz and 6 GHz, and high-band spec-
trum above 24 GHz. Specific characteristics of each band
determine its suitability for a particular deployment scenario.
Low-band spectrum has good propagation characteristics and
is a favorable choice for scenarios requiring large coverage

areas, mobility support, indoor penetration and high aggre-
gation of low bandwidth users. High-band spectrum, on the
other hand, provides high capacity, low latency and a large
available spectrum, but at a cost of limited coverage and
indoor penetration. Mid-band spectrum offers a balance of
these characteristics, with improved capacity compared to
low-band spectrum and coverage suitable mostly for urban
deployments.

The 400 MHz and 700 MHz are the preferred spectrum
bands for PPDR needs due to their superior propagation char-
acteristics. The choice corresponds to the requirements of the
core mission critical services for user data rates in the range
of 100 kbps – 10 Mbps (both DL and UL), 1 – 10 ms latency,
and mobility support in the range of 0 – 120 km/h. In terms
of capacity, the RSPG Report on Strategic Sectoral Spectrum
Needs [143], prepared by the Radio Spectrum Policy Group
on request by the European Commission, reported the min-
imum required spectrum capacity for dedicated broadband
PPDR network to be 2 × 10 MHz, with possible additional
national requirements for Direct Mode Operations (DMO),
Air-Ground-Air (AGA), ad-hoc networks and voice commu-
nications over the wireless access networks.

The European Commission is currently investing consid-
erable efforts in cooperation with the Member States into
ensuring that sufficient spectrum is made available for PPDR
in the EU under harmonized conditions, the goal of which is
to create conditions for interoperability and an open market
benefitting from economies of scale. In 2016, the Commis-
sion Implementing Decision on the 700 MHz band [146]
was adopted, harmonizing technical conditions for terrestrial
wireless broadband services in the bands 703-733 MHz and
758-788 MHz, with availability of additional parts of the
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FIGURE 5. Examples of adapted 5G PPDR architectures – (a) massive machine-type communications (mMTC, deployment option A), (b) enhanced mobile
broadband communications (eMBB, deployment option B), and (c) resilient ultra-low latency communications (URLLC, deployment option C).
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700 MHz band for PPDR, the use of which is left to Member
States to decide on a national level. 20.2% of the 700 MHz
spectrum has already been assigned in six European countries
until December 2019 [144], whereas the majority of Member
States are expected to carry out the 700 MHz auctions until
end of 2020, thus facilitating the launch of a harmonized 5G
PPDR in Europe. Similarly, the FCC in the USA, ISED in
Canada and South Korea designated 20 MHz in the 700 MHz
spectrum to deploy national broadband PSNs [5]. Herein, the
USA is specific in the fact that it allows sharing the allocated
band also for commercial needs on condition that the PPDR
traffic keeps priority and preemption rights.

Furthermore, PPDR is expected to compete for spectrum
resources also in commercial frequency bands where much
larger bandwidth capacities are available. PPDR services that
fall outside of the narrow interpretation of the MC PPDR
services and can withstand sharing of the spectrumwith other
non-PPDR consumers are expected to follow this strategy.
And finally, with the Release 16 support for 5G NR operation
in Unlicensed spectrum (NR-U), both licensed assisted and
standalone modes will pave the way for additional spectrum
capacity required to implement also the most demanding and
bandwidth intensive PPDR use cases.

VI. 5G PPDR FACILITIES AND USE CASES
As demonstrated thus far, 5G and its enabling technologies
carry a tremendous potential for PPDR.While the technology
matures and has reached a stage of commercial adoption in
the commercial sector, however, further technology devel-
opment, experimentation, trials and verification are required
to render it functionally and operationally applicable also
for the PPDR. The availability of appropriate sector-specific
5G PPDR facilities is essential in this respect, but there is
currently a concerning underrepresented of such capacities
in the 5G research and innovation arena, as demonstrated
hereafter.

Review of relevant literature shows that a number of
experimentation facilities exist in the 5G domain, either as
generic infrastructure-oriented testbeds focused on experi-
menting with SDN, NFV, cloud capabilities and edge net-
working concepts, and on reconstruction and optimization
of 5G network architectures, in particular to improve latency
and throughput characteristics, or as sector-specific facilities
that support research and innovation for specific 5G ver-
ticals and investigations of cross-sectorial implications on
the underlying infrastructure, primarily in media, automo-
tive, manufacturing, energy and health verticals. In Europe,
the European Commission and the European ICT industry
are currently investing considerable efforts through their joint
5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) into
cultivating 5G research and innovation in different vertical
sectors, including public safety [147], as follows.

In Phase 2 of the 5G PPP program, NGPaaS tack-
led 5G network deployment options using eMBB services
to deliver mission-critical push to talk, focusing primarily
on flexibility, scalability and resilience of the underlying

infrastructure [148]. SaT5G investigated the use of 5G cel-
lular backhauling in rural areas to support rapid disas-
ter response scenarios [149]. METRO-HAUL demonstrated
the use of SDN-based orchestration, edge computing, and
low latency and high-capacity re-configurable optical metro
network capabilities for video surveillance [150], [151].
5G-Xcast included a trial on advanced public warning sys-
tem with localization and media-rich content support using
eMBMS capabilities and spectrum sharing with priority man-
agement [152], [153]. MATILDA developed a 5G PPDR
pilot, focused on service orchestration and SLA enforce-
ment for improved scalability, reliability and resilience of
5G services for PPDR users [17], [154]. In 5G ESSENCE,
the mission critical vertical application was focused on
the use of 5G slicing and SLA management capabilities
for priority users [155]–[158]. SLICENET validated its
5G provisioning, control, management and orchestration
approach also in a remote water level monitoring use case
and in remote ultra-HD video services for eHospital con-
nected ambulance [159]. NRG5 focused on 5G security,
resilience and high availability in the smart energy sector, and
addressed aerial monitoring and incident localization with
sensing [160], [161].

In Phase 3, three generic pan-EU 5G infrastructures were
funded in 5GENESIS [162], 5G EVE [163] and 5G VINNI
[164], with further trials currently underway in various verti-
cal sectors. 5GVINNI [91], [164] and 5GENESIS [94], [162]
platforms both target delivery of an end-to-end 5G infras-
tructure that incorporate a satellite connected vehicle node to
support 5G satellite backhaul connectivity for PPDR needs.
5GDrones specializes in UAVs in the context of 5G for sit-
uational surveillance and search and rescue missions [165].
LOCUS focuses on advanced network-native location ser-
vices and contextualization and will trial these new 5G capa-
bilities also for public safety [166]. PriMO-5G targets PPDR
use cases using in-vehicle mmWave connectivity, robots and
UAV fleets to support fire fighter operations with immersive
video services [167], [168].

Beyond the scope of the EC’s 5G PPP ecosystem, a large
number of other private and public research efforts also led
to implementation of a considerable number of 5G plat-
forms that are currently supporting experimentation and case
studies, many of which are accessible also to third party
experimenters and technology developers. Fed4FIRE and its
successor Fed4FIRE+ [169] and OneLab [170] in Europe,
and GENI [171] in the United States, for example, represent
large ecosystems of federated testbeds to facilitate 5G-related
experiments in the area of NFV. 5GBarcelona [172] supports
a collection of labs facilitating research in 5G, in particu-
lar for IoT aspects, including PPDR case studies, such as
emergency management with drones. Virginia Tech’s 5G-
CORNET [173] provides a cloud-based 5G Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) supporting cognitive radio experimen-
tation with network architectures, performance testing, and
spectrum and network sharing using SDR cluster computing.
Similarly, 5G-EmPOWER [174] has devised a RAT-agnostic
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TABLE 5. 5G PPDR experimentation infrastructures, projects and
research areas.

open-source SDN platform to experiment with network-level
capabilities while abstracting specific underlying radio tech-
nologies. MONROE [8] is an alliance offering a transnational
platform for broadband performance measurements and eval-
uation over 4G cellular networks, including experimentation
with MEC, POC and MCPTT capabilities and performances
in 4G and NSA 5G deployments [8], [175]. A United
States project AERPAW targets establishment of a 5G aerial
wireless experimentation platform [176]. Last but not least,
5GINFIRE [177] built a 5G NFV-based ecosystem to support
experimentation in different verticals, part of which is also a
5G PPDR facility presented and studied in the remainder of
this paper.

Notwithstanding the above evidence of ongoing 5G PPDR
experimentation, a closer investigation shows that the pro-
portion of research and experimentation efforts dedicated to
PPDR is very small in comparison to other mainstream 5G
verticals, such as automotive, media, logistics, energy etc.
It reveals also that there is a concerning underrepresentation
of facilities customized specifically for 5G PPDR experimen-
tation. A review of the currently ongoing 5G vertical trials
and test spectrum usage in the EU prepared by the 5G Obser-
vatory [144], for example, reported that out of 181 reported
trials only 5 are dedicated to PPDR. Also, the was majority
of reported frequency bands tested insofar fall within the
3.4 – 3.8 GHz band whereas there is only 2 % of trials active
on the 700 MHz band [178]. This points at a concerning
shortage of experimentation dedicated to 5G PPDR.

In the next section, we provide a case study and practical
insights into architectural, functional and deployment related
5G experimentation using a facility specifically customized
for PPDR.

VII. 5G PPDR EXPERIMENTATION: A CASE STUDY
We hereafter present a case study of a 5G PPDR experiment
investigating deployment and provisioning of a 5G PPDR
communications infrastructure and services required during
large public safety incidents, e.g., a devastating flooding or a
destructive earthquake. The case study demonstrates the abil-
ity of conducting experiments with 5G network deployments
and service provisioningmechanisms, including performance
monitoring in a specific PPDR setting.

The experiment was conducted on a dedicated 5G PPDR
experimentation facility PPDRone, which was implemented
through the EC’s 5GINFIRE platform [177] and is, to the
best of our knowledge, unique in its ability to support generic
5G as well as sector-specific 5G PPDR experimentation in
laboratory and real-world settings.

Two distinct aspects were investigated during the course
of the experiment: (1) emergency augmentation of the ter-
restrial 5G PPDR network with rapidly deployable on-site
capacities in the area of a public safety incident, and (2) PPDR
applications availability and reliability on the field, and qual-
ity and performance monitoring of the supported network
and services using facility provided PPDR applications and
monitoring tools.

A. BRIEF FACILITY OVERVIEW
PPDRone is composed of an SDR and Cloud RAN based
(C-RAN) radio and core mobile system with flexible config-
uration options and an OpenStack-based IaaS backend infras-
tructure with support for NFV-enabled orchestration. For the
case of SDR, the supported frequency spectrum ranges from
70 MHz up to 6 GHz and includes both pioneering 5G fre-
quency bands and the 700 MHz PPDR band. Experiments
can benefit from flexible RF channel bandwidth from 200
kHz (NB-IoT) and up to 50 MHz in case of 5G NR (SA and
NSA), with carrier aggregation. The system benefits from
KVM-based virtualization and incorporates an OpenStack
IaaS cloud/edge.

Two separate PPDRone deployments are available. A fixed
facility supports indoor laboratory-based experimentation in
operational frequencies from 70 MHz up to 6 GHz, and
outdoor experimentation supporting field operations in the
700 MHz (LTE B28; 5G n28) band and 3500 MHz (LTE
B42; 5G n78) band with the total air capacity of 110 Mhz.
A compact portable PPDRone facility is also available for
field experimentation (Figure 6). It contains the entire range
of functionalities in a compact ruggedized format optimized
for in-vehicle (COW/COLT) and portable (compact carry-
on) field use. This allows running of experiments indepen-
dent of its location, either in specialized labs or as part of
field experiments (e.g., in remote/mountain areas, on the sea
etc.), allowing for recreating realistic PPDR scenarios and
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FIGURE 6. Portable PPDRone mobile system facility deployment (left)
and PPDR IoT toolkit for field use (right).

FIGURE 7. PPDR applications available in the PPDRone facility – an
intervention monitoring dashboard (top left) with field triage and tracking
mobile application (top right); a sensor gateway (bottom left), and a
drone and ultrasonic water level sensors (bottom right).

conducting experiments concerned with resilience, surviv-
ability, high availability and isolated operation of 5G.

The facility is designed for laboratory and field 5G experi-
ments in areas of emergency response, disaster relief, and crit-
ical infrastructure protection. In this respect, reference PPDR
services and applications are provided for testing, demon-
stration and validation purposes, including an intervention
monitoring system with field triage, tracking and ground
and UAV-based video monitoring capabilities (Figure 7), and
PPDR IoT toolkit for sensor deployment automation and
management including a sensor gateway, ultrasonic water
level sensors and a drone for real time video streaming.
A telco-grade network and service testing, verification and
benchmarking system is also included for performance mon-
itoring and KPI validation (Figure 8), with various measure-
ment agent probe implementations, including cloud backend,
industrial and mobile editions.

The facility supports experimentation with 5G net-
work architectures and services, as well as deployment
and management options for different PPDR stakeholder
roles, i.e., Network Provider, Service Provider and End
Users. The definition of these roles can correspond to

FIGURE 8. PPDR applications available in the PPDRone facility – a
production-grade network and service testing, verification and
benchmarking system with a dashboard (left) and mobile agent probes
(right).

responsibilities of the telecommunications operators, com-
mercial and sector-specific service providers, and public
safety authorities including blue light services (law enforce-
ment, fire fighters, emergency medical service), depending
on the implemented deployment, ownership and manage-
ment policies. Table 6 provides a non-exhaustive overview of
the varied experimentation aspects supported with PPDRone
mapped to the key 5G PPDR research areas.

B. RAPIDLY DEPLOYABLE 5G
The first part of the experiment investigated the process of
deploying an emergency on-site 5G infrastructure. The fol-
lowing layout was drawn for the conducted experiment. (1)
A large-scale emergency took place, the size and duration of
which required prolonged on-site disaster management oper-
ations. A so-called Base of Operations (BoO)was set up in the
affected area for the purpose of disaster response coordination
and communications support. Typically, this constitutes tacti-
cal command vehicles or temporary sheltering hosting on-site
emergency communications infrastructure, tactical command
posts, logistics capacities, emergency power supply etc.
(2) An emergency deployment of an on-site network was
required as a result of insufficient network coverage/capacity,
either due to failure of the terrestrial infrastructure incurred
during the emergency (urban area case) or the area being
underserved and with poor network coverage (remote area
case). The conditions mandated a rapidly deployable com-
pact solution (limited space, ruggedized encasing) available
within a very short timeframe (hours). (3) Access to spectrum
was considered available, either through previously procured
licenses available with the provider or end user, or as part of
expedited procurement processes carried out in cooperation
with the regulatory authority (and other operators in case
of emergency access to already licensed spectrum bands).
(4) Ad-hoc sensor deployments and video surveillance using
UAV-based reconnaissance flights were planned, for moni-
toring of the affected area to be set up in the BoO through
real-time cloud-based dashboard services. This mandated a
local backend IaaS infrastructure, capable of ensuring avail-
ability of essential cloud-based applications in the event of
issues with backhaul connectivity.
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TABLE 6. Supported PPDRone experimentation areas for PPDR network operators and for PPDR service providers and end users.

The experiment setup is represented in Figure 9.
A rapidly deployable compact carry-on implementation of
the PPDRone was co-located with the tactical command
infrastructure as part of the BoO. The deployed PPDRone
macro cell-site with 20W Remote Radio Head (RRH) imple-
menting the DU was providing coverage in the range of
approx. 5 km. This comprised a C-RAN base station with a
2× 2 MIMO RRH, operating at 3.5 GHz (B42, channel BW
20 MHz) in TDD mode; a Base Band Unit (BBU; implemen-
tation model of CU) implemented in software and hosted on
×86 based network appliance with 4× CPRI optical connec-
tivity; featuring 3GPP Rel.14 LTE/LTE-A/NB-IoT. In addi-
tion to the SDR-based mobile system the node deployed
also a local MEC IaaS instance capable of ensuring local
or even isolated compute/storage/processing capabilities for
critical applications. The site IaaS was implemented with a
router GW, a networks Appliance Server, Openstack VIM

with OSM 4 and 5 enabled, featuring MEC capabilities and
two VIM controlled applications, a cloud-native intervention
monitoring dashboard (Figure 7, top left) and performance
monitoring agent and server engines (Figure 8). Backhaul
connectivity was established through an Ethernet-based fixed
line connectivity into the existing terrestrial infrastructure,
connecting the deployed cell-site PPDRone mobile system
with the fixed PPDRone facility instance at the edge/core site
and with global Internet services.

C. FACILITY PERFORMANCE AND MONITORING
CAPACITIES
In the second part, a setup of cloud-based PPDR applications
provided with the PPDRone facility was trialed to investi-
gate the facility’s QoS performances and availability, reli-
ability, resource usage and isolated operation capacities.
The scenario on the level of applications involved real
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FIGURE 9. 5G PPDR experimentation case study – deployment setup.

time monitoring of a large-scale intervention through sensor
deployments and the use of the field triage and tracking
solution provided with the facility, which enables continuous
location tracking and triage reporting about on-site events and
conditions. Aspects of local availability and compute, store
and processing capacities were investigated in the context of
distributed cloud-based application provisioning under harsh
conditions causing interrupted backhaul connectivity. Also,
other performance aspects were investigating with respect to
various PPDR application requirements.

The experimentation setup was based on the distributed
deployment (on-site and central) of the network and cloud
capabilities (edge/core IaaS), described in the previous sce-
nario. At the edge, the following components were deployed
(Figure 10). An industrial-grade gateway, providing on-site
and mobile backhaul connectivity connecting BoO user
equipment with the deployed PPDRone edge/core IaaS sys-
tems where intervention monitoring dashboard application
components were deployed using cloud-native principles.
Such setup was used for on-site BoO emulation (tactical
command base), and for connecting hardware and software
components used by first responders on the field (disaster
area). The latter included Android terminals with the field
triage and tracking application (Figure 7, top right) and an
industrial IoT gateway with ultrasonic sensors for water level
measurements (Figure 7, bottom left and bottom right). This
setup allowed for on-site intervention monitoring emulation
using sensor deployments, manual field triage reporting and
real-time tracking of the deployed units. Field devices and
applications were used to collect and transmit locally gath-
ered information from the disaster area via mobile connec-
tivity into the edge/core IaaS. On the cloud side, an instance

of the intervention monitoring dashboard (Figure 7, top left)
was deployed in edge and core IaaS location. Data consis-
tency between the locally and centrally deployed instances
was provided by the database replication and synchroniza-
tion mechanisms initiated between the deployed database
components, ensuring application resilience. The emulated
laboratory setting is displayed in Figure 10.

For the deployed setup, an evaluation of the Quality of
Service (QoS) and other non-functional Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) was conducted. The focus was placed on
resource usage monitoring and service availability and relia-
bility. To do so, a telco-grade performance testing and bench-
marking solution provided with the experimentation facility
was used to conduct the system testing and evaluation. This
comprised distributed agent probes, which were installed on
the on-site Android terminals (Android app agent instance
shown on Figure 8, right) and in the BoO site gateway (cloud
instance) to assure and monitor network and user quality
experience on an end-to-end basis. The collected results
were captured in the backend system, installed in the core
IaaS, through the collector element. Test results exposure
and analytics features of a dedicated dashboard were used
to analyze the results using a combination of Tableau and
Grafana outputs (analytics dashboard shown in Figure 11, test
results in Figure 12 through Figure 18).

End-to-end network and services testing was performed
between the agent probes deployed on Android terminals
(disaster area) and site gateway (BoO), and the IaaS in the
edge/core instance, passing through the deployed BoO net-
work, portable carry-on mobile system, and backhaul con-
nectivity to the centralized mobile core and the core IaaS,
where reference test servers were deployed. The testing
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FIGURE 10. Emulated laboratory PPDRone facility experiment setup to
conduct QoS and KPI performance tests.

FIGURE 11. Emergency 5G infrastructure and PPDR applications
performance/quality monitoring through monitoring dashboard
capabilities of the PPDRone facility.

methodology was based on active network and services traf-
fic emulation using native protocols (e.g., TCP, HTTP, and
DNS) and industry-recognized toolset (e.g., Iperf, DNS dig)
that were run on the distributed agent probes to collect the
observed KPIs and to perform cyclic performance testing
against the criteria defined in Table 7. Each test cycle con-
sisted of several consecutive test rounds, delivering for each

TABLE 7. Emergency 5G infrastructure and PPDR applications acceptance
criteria.

cycle numerous test tickets per each observed parameter. The
results are presented in Figure 12 through Figure 18.

Several test cycles were performed over the period of six
months in order to collect a considerable body of results
allowing for detailed observations of the facility’s behav-
ior and performances. This deliberately included also inter-
mediate system upgrades and reconfigurations (e.g., OSM
upgrade, SW upgrade of RAN and core network components)
to arrive at results that are as realistic as possible and reflect
the performances one can expect over a longer period of time
when conducting experiments (taking into account that all
longer experimentation periods include also any necessary
facility maintenance performed in between). This approach
resulted in a large number of collected test tickets presented
in Figure 12 through Figure 18 for the observed KPIs (# Tick-
ets provided with numbers on histogram bars; bars represent
buckets of measurement ranges as indicated on the horizontal
axes). For example, the total number of collected test tickets
for parameter Round Trip Time (RTT) is 624.992 (sum of
all # Ticket values on histogram bar charts, right hand side
vertical axis), and 146.104 for the 25-30 ms bucket. Operator
code and used frequency band (i.e., B42) are also shown on
the left side of each figure.

The first KPI, sufficient bandwidth performance required
for data-intensive applications, is observed with the mea-
sured Iperf download (DL) and Iperf upload (UL) metrices.
The results show that the calculated median Iperf DL was
37.959 Mbps (Figure 12, Iperf DL BoxPlot, min 9.306Mbps,
max 41.1 Mbps). The histogram and CDF charts show that
only approx. 20.73% of all Iperf DL measurements were
below the 20 Mbps acceptance threshold (the CDF % at
the 20 Mbps bin). The calculated median Iperf UL was
11.675 Mbps (Figure 13, Iperf UL BoxPlot, min 3.081Mbps,
max. 14.480 Mbps) and only 17.4% of all Iperf UL measure-
ments were below 4 Mbps. As can be observed, the mea-
sured UL bandwidth performances of the facility were more
limited, which was a result of the use of LTE TDD mode
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FIGURE 12. Iperf download (DL) results.

FIGURE 13. Iperf upload (UL) results.

where channel bandwidth of 20 MHz was split between
upload and download radio transmission, and should there-
fore be interpreted in the context of concrete applications. For
example, a live drone-based video streaming in 720p resolu-
tion requires 2-3 Mbps UL bandwidth, in 1080p resolution
5-8 Mbps and a 4K live video stream with codec requires
16-20 Mbps. The measurements showed sufficient capacities
for 720p and 1080p, whereas enhancements were required
in order to support 4K video. It has to be noted, however,
that further service parameters and the envisioned operational
modes decide the exact requirements calculations, including
e.g., the choice of codec, drone flight altitude etc. This in
practice would for example constitute the use of drone-based
4K video streaming for high-altitude video reconnaissance
followed by 1080p low-altitude drone-based video scanning
of the detected risk areas. The resulting requirements can e.g.,
be taken into account also to fine-tune the used LTE TDD
radio split ratio.

The application-level speed was measured between the
agent probes and the reference test server for transfer of
an image file (10 MB size). The results showed median
speed of 26.844 Mbps (Figure 14, DL Speed BoxPlot,
min 7.608 Mbps, max. 34.981 Mbps) in the download
direction and 6.088 Mbps (Figure 15, UL Speed BoxPlot,
min 0.878 Mbps, max. 10.390 Mbps) in the upload direction.
Interpreting the results for a triage report service serving
PPDR personnel to send high-resolution images from the

FIGURE 14. Download (DL) speed results.

FIGURE 15. Upload (UL) speed results.

FIGURE 16. Round Trip Time (RTT) results.

field, ten 4 MB images require sending of 40 MB of data,
which at 5 Mbps UL speed would require 67s and at the
measuredmedian 6.088Mbps 53s, which is below oneminute
and well within the limits of the generally acceptable criteria
of 2 to 3minutes. This was confirmed also on the user level by
successfully sending image files (taken with a quality smart-
phone camera) from the field triage and tracking application
to the intervention monitoring dashboard.

The latency KPI was observed with the RTT delay met-
ric measured between the user terminal and the reference
server deployed in the core IaaS. The measured median RTT
was 29.0 ms (Figure 16, RTT BoxPlot, min. 12.0 ms, max.
909.0 ms), which was well below the acceptance criteria for
interactive applications, such as e.g., a remote database (DB)
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FIGURE 17. DNS latency results.

FIGURE 18. WEB mean opinion score (MOS) results.

query in case of the intervention monitoring solution with
database components deployed centrally in the core IaaS,
where a RTT of 1s or below is generally considered accept-
able (including e.g., DB-read latency, which in this case is
in the range of sub-ms and considered negligible). This was
confirmed also with the DNS latency results demonstrating
a median of 37 ms (Figure 17, DNS BoxPlot, min. 22 ms,
max. 1268 ms), and only 0.03% of DNS latency measure-
ments above 1 s. On the other hand, 13.35% of the RTT
measurements and 2.2% of DNS latency measurements were
below the 20 ms threshold, showing that the facility at the
time of conducting the tests was capable of supporting also
applications such as e.g., drone remote control (acceptable
one way network latency 50 ms between eNB and UAB
[179]) whereas ultra-low latency applications foreseen in 5G
with <1 ms acceptance criteria were not supported (e.g.,
emergency robot remote control with AR interface). This was
expected given the fact that the experiment was at the time
conducted over 4G.

Finally, WEB mean opinion score (MOS) was also mea-
sured, which is a methodology for converting application-
level performance parameters into an objective measure of
quality on a scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). The mea-
surement system used in the experiment calculated MOS
based on WEB service response times using Markov chain
and a transition matrix of user’s satisfactory states as
defined in [180]. Kepler ETSI WEB page was used to
setup a reference server [181]. The results show that the
facility was able to reach good MOS scores with median

calculated at 3.43 (Figure 18, WEB BoxPlot, min. 2.94,
max. 3.54). The corresponding measured median WEB ser-
vice response time was 0.6 s (min. 0.2 s, max. 2.1 s),
which is within the generally acceptable criteria of 0.5 to
1 s. This is significant for PPDR experiments focusing on
web-based application, service and user experience aspects
where an appropriate level of user satisfaction is required
with respect to available service response times (also in
MC scenarios), which in this case was relevant when
conducting user-level tests of the intervention dashboard
features.

Over the period when the performance tests were con-
ducted, selected time windows were chosen when no facility
maintenance was planned to measure another aspect of the
observed KPIs, i.e., the ratio of successfully completed tests
against all conducted tests per each KPI (test success ratio).
This metric was collected to observe the resource usage, and
service and network availability and reliability KPIs during
normal facility operation (without controlled outages). The
results are collected in Table 8. Service availability and reli-
ability were assessed based on test success ratios of KPIs
RTT, DNS latency and MOS. As can be seen from Table 8,
the acceptance criteria set at >99.99% was in fact achieved
through test success ratios of the three KPIs for the case
of the deployed on-site and cloud-native services. Similarly,
network availability and reliability were measured with Iperf
and speed tests (UL and DL) where the 100% test success
ratios for all four KPIs exceed the set acceptance threshold
of >99.99%. Lastly, regarding resource usage, the accep-
tance criteria was set to 100%, i.e., availability of compute,
storage and networking resources at all times and with zero
downtime. Any noticeable shortage of these resources would
have affected the availability and performance of the refer-
ence test servers used to conduct the measurements, which
would be reflected in the results by considerably lowering
the test success ratios of the observed KPIs. As can be seen
from Table 8, no significant degradations were observed,
confirming that the required resources were available at
all times and that the used cloud infrastructure was stable
enough to be used also for the most demanding MC services.
Also, the ability of isolated on-site operation was validated
when backhaul connectivity to the centralized IaaS was inter-
rupted, followed by automated reconnection and synchro-
nization on the centralized location after the connectivity was
recovered.

The results confirmed sufficient capacities to meet the
bandwidth, availability and reliability KPIs as well as latency
capabilities and isolated operation suitable for the cloud-
native, multimedia-rich and interactive PPDR applications
included in the experiment as well as for other emerging
PPDR services, such as drone-based live video surveillance,
whereas the need for further enhancements was indicated to
support also ultra-low latency capabilities required for MC
applications as expected in 5G. To this end, the PPDRone
facility subsequently underwent significant upgrades (after
the experiment end) to support 5G capabilities (5G NR gNB
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TABLE 8. Emergency network performance monitoring results.

and 5GC, NSA and SA options) where such performances
are now possible and available for future experimentation,
as outlined in more detail in Section VII.E.

D. EXPERIMENTAL FIELD STUDIES WITH PPDR
APPLICATIONS
Last but not least, the presented experimentation setup was
trialed also as part of field studies and official public safety
exercises. This allowed for demonstration and field exper-
iments under conditions recreating realistic public safety
situations, which is particularly important in the context of
feasibility and usability studies requiring end-user involve-
ment and operational validation in the field. Figure 19 shows
an example of a field installation trialed during the Inter-
national Rescue Dog Exercise taking place in Ljubljana,
Slovenia.

The portable carry-on node and the industrial outdoor
gateway were deployed in a temporary shelter of the BoO.
A working station was set up with the intervention moni-
toring dashboard with the purpose of tracking the compet-
ing rescue teams in the filed through the mobile triage and
tracking application. The conducted experiment served to
trial the deployment of the on-site infrastructure under real-
istic conditions (temporary sheltering without fixed infras-
tructure, exposure to environmental elements, ruggedized
terminals). Also, the mobile triage and tracking applica-
tion and the intervention monitoring dashboard were tested
for their reliability under stressful conditions and usabil-
ity in the context of the exercise’s protocols and with-
out prior training of the rescue personnel. The outcomes
confirmed the ability of the PPDRone facility to support
on-site experimentation with reliability and realism to the
extent of being used as part of officially trialed public safety
operations.

E. FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL DIRECTIONS
Further experiments are possible and planned with the pre-
sented setup base on the presented capabilities as well as a
result of recent facility upgrades and extensions.

Firstly, a subsequent experiment investigating the facil-
ity’s QoS performances and availability, reliability, resource

FIGURE 19. Field experimentation with the PPDRone facility and tools at
the International Rescue Dog Exercise in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The
figure displays the BoO with the tactical command vehicles and
communications infrastructure (top), the mobile triage and tracking
application installed on a ruggedized smartphone (middle left), the
industrial IoT gateway (middle right), and the intervention monitoring
dashboard set up at a workstation in a temporary BoO sheltering
(bottom).

usage and isolated operation capacities is in order following
the implemented upgrades to 5G capabilities, as well as to
conduct more in-depth performance studies for interaction
intensive and ultra-low latency PPDR applications. Next,
experiments involving non-terrestrial 5G sub-networks, i.e.,
UAVs and SatCom, is a prominent research direction requir-
ing experimentation in numerous technological areas as well
as in the context of their application in different deployment
and usage scenarios of PPDR and other industrial sectors.
Drone-based security applications in business-critical sec-
tors, e.g., seaport operations, is one such example of sup-
ported experiments that will be investigated and trialed as part
of the 5G-LOGINNOV project [182] for the case of security
surveillance in European ports. The Int5Gent [183] project,
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on the other hand, will investigate the implementation of a
drone-supported live video monitoring of disaster areas in a
public safety context using the presented PPDRone facility.
Another interesting experimentation direction pertaining to
Industry 4.0 tackles innovative approaches in 5G-enabled
industrial network and services quality assurance tools
and methodologies assisted with automated UAV capabil-
ities. One such application, pursued in the 5G-INDUCE
project [184], will investigate the possibilities to implement
and conduct drone-assisted mobile network and services per-
formance measurements in industrial environments, such as
large factory plants and seaports, where physical terrestrial
access is difficult or limited for security and safety reasons.
The PPDRone facility will be used in combination with
drone-mounted agent probes to facilitate aerial access to the
5G infrastructure.

Other possible research directions include experimentation
with availability and application resilience with respect to
local IaaS/MEC hosting core network components and criti-
cal applications in case of backhaul connectivity issues, and
the use of virtualization techniques to achieve distributed
application deployment and scalability using OpenStack or
OSM. In this respect, a pilot implementation deploying 5G
IOPS and critical applications will be pursued as part of
the 5GASP [185] project using novel cloud-native tech-
niques to achieve distributed application deployment and
required services resilience exploiting OpenStack, Kuber-
netes, OSM and ONAP concepts. Furthermore, experiments
with backhaul connectivity and multi-RAT principles can
investigate advanced cooperation strategies, alternative con-
nectivity options and dynamic channel selection automation
using different 5G sub-networks, including e.g., wireless
point to point links, D2D, aerial DWNs or leased satel-
lite backhaul services, as illustrated in [186]. Collabora-
tion between rapidly deployable public safety networks and
commercial networks is another possible research avenue
including the use of security mechanisms to establish direct
interconnectivity, custom roaming provisions, and the use
of commercially supplied dedicated PPDR slices. In this
respect, dynamic slice provisioning between rapidly deploy-
able 5G PPDR networks and the use of machine learning
and artificial intelligence to implement control strategies and
dynamic adaptivity for critical communications is another
promising experimentation direction. The virtualized mobile
core and MEC capabilities of fixed and portable PPDRone
node deployments allow also for experimenting with infras-
tructure deployment using virtualization principles, slice pro-
visioning and service orchestration, as was demonstrated
in the course of the MATILDA project [154] and will be
further investigated in the scope of the logistics vertical in
the 5G-LOGINNOV project [182]. A broad range of other
experimentation directions not mentioned here are possible
and new ones are expected to emerge on a continuous basis
as the presented facility is further evolved with the advance-
ments of 5G technologies and deployment options in the
future.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses how to conduct experimentation with
novel 5G technologies, architectures, sector-specific capabil-
ities and applications with respect to the specific needs of the
PPDR vertical. A discussion of the BB PPDR requirements is
provided, shedding light on the scope and complexity of the
required capabilities and capacities towards communications
technologies and networks. The results of the investigation
clearly demonstrate that the scope of required services and
supported use cases mandates an extremely broad range of
performance and operational requirements, a considerable
part of which cannot be met with the currently available PSNs
or even 4G, and that progressive migration towards 5G is
both necessary and unavoidable. Key enabling technologies,
including e.g., mmWave, massive MIMO, UAVs, SatCom,
D2D, network slicing and MEC, are discussed and specifics
of their application in the PPDR vertical are tackled. 5G
PPDR architecture and deployment options are also investi-
gated, drawing from the impacts of the increased complexity
in terms of ownership, management, functional deployment
options and most probable migration paths. While consider-
able research efforts are underway in the application of 5G
technologies and architectures into the PPDR vertical, a com-
prehensive body of efforts in practical design, application
and experimentation trials is yet to take place. A review
of the current state of the art in the domain of 5G PPDR
experimentation confirms this fact and a concerning under-
representation of 5G experiments specifically customized for
the PPDR vertical can be observed in the current 5G research
landscape.

In response and in an effort to facilitate further progress
in introducing 5G into the PPDR vertical, this paper presents
possibilities to conduct a range of experiments using a ded-
icated 5G PPDR facility PPDRone. A case study of a 5G
PPDR experiment is give, investigating deployment and pro-
visioning of a 5G PPDR communications infrastructure and
services required during large public safety incidents. Two
distinct scenarios are demonstrated, i.e., emergency aug-
mentation of the terrestrial 5G PPDR network with rapidly
deployable on-site capacities in the area of a public safety
incident, and experimentation with PPDR applications avail-
ability and reliability as part of a field trial setup. The
case study demonstrates the ability of the PPDRone exper-
imentation facility in supporting such sector-specific exper-
iments with 5G and cloud-native technologies in both lab-
oratory and real-world settings. The results of the experi-
ment in each of the addressed scenarios indicate that the
technologies, capabilities, and tools provided with the facil-
ity are good enablers to conduct advanced experiments in
a number of research directions, and that the facility itself
provides sufficient capacities to carry out feasibility stud-
ies and performance and user experienced quality measure-
ments of realistic public safety use cases also in practical
applications. Last but not least, the results of the presented
research shed light on numerous future 5G PPDR experi-
mentation avenues that challenge the facility’s capabilities
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and capacities in supporting such advanced experimentation
aspects.
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